
 

New Education Group Set to Lead the Way in English 
Teacher Training 
 

Three dynamic English language teacher training brands have this month been incorporated 

under the name of Frameworks Education Group, a new, comprehensive company designed to 

foster their continued expansion and development. 

Leading international teacher training agency StudyCELTA (www.studycelta.com), online jobs 

portal TEFLwork (www.teflwork.com), and ELTCampus (www.eltcampus), a teacher training 

platform featuring a 2016 British Council ELTon award-nominated TEFL Preparation Course, will 

all be incorporated under the new education group. 

“As we continue to grow and develop more projects under our three different brands, we felt it 

was time to incorporate all our business lines under one single company,” said StudyCELTA 

founder and company director of the group, Javier Mora. 

“Prospective trainees beginning their training with us via StudyCELTA can further their 

professional development with ELTcampus, and then find jobs around the world with TEFLwork.” 

StudyCELTA, founded in 2003, is one of the world’s largest English teacher training agencies, 

specialising in courses from the University of Cambridge such as CELTA and Delta. The company 

now works with partner centres in more than 80 locations across 25 countries worldwide.  

Following on from the success of StudyCELTA, TEFLwork was launched in late 2015 as a jobs 

portal, designed to connect schools, universities and other organisations with English language 

teachers who hold the CELTA, Delta or similar. 

To complement these aforementioned brands, ELTcampus, an online teacher training platform, 

was incorporated into the group.  

“We are very excited to have received an ELTon Award nomination for our first course in the 

innovation in teacher resources category,” said Emma Pratt, the training platform’s founder and 

course designer, “There couldn’t have been a better way to begin.”  

Frameworks Education Group will act as an ‘umbrella’ company, under which the three brands 

will synergise and continue to expand and develop.  

“The structure of our newly created group will also facilitate the possibility for future 

collaborations and participation in international projects,” added Mora. 

“We are really looking forward to a busy and exciting 2016 with more surprises and challenges 

ahead.” 

For more information, contact us at enquiries@frameworkseducation.com  or visit 

www.frameworkseducation.com 
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